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Abstract The Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF), developed by Sabatier and Jen-

kins-Smith in the late 1980s, has proven to be a valuable theory to explain policy change.

At the same time, however, researchers have identified limitations in the ACF relating to

various dimensions such as definitions of key variables, their operationalization, and the

universal applicability of the framework to any context, be it Europe, the US, or countries

outside the OECD. The key question addressed in this article is whether the ACF, like most

other established public policy theories or frameworks developed in a western industri-

alized context, can be applied to very young (sub)systems in volatile contexts. We try to

answer this question by applying the ACF to the development of the Mozambican higher

education subsystem, a subsystem that fits the conditions of volatility and nascence. On the

one hand this subsystem is characterized by a turbulent environment and a weak democ-

racy. On the other hand, the higher education subsystem is built practically from scratch.

The findings of the study suggest that the ACF is built on basic assumptions that do not

apply to a country with a high degree of civil and political turbulence. Some revisions need

to be made to improve the ACF’s fit to such a context.
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Introduction

Over the past 15 years a substantial body of literature has emerged on the applicability

of the Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) developed by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith

to different regions in the world and to various policy domains. The framework has

proven to be valuable to explain policy processes and change (e.g., Fenger and Klok

2001; Parsons 1995; Eberg 1997; Schlager and Blomquist 1996; Grin and Hoppe 1997).

It argues that, acting on the basis of beliefs, actors form coalitions and press to have their

beliefs realised in public policy. According to Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1999), the

ACF is a young theoretical framework still under development. On the basis of empirical

applications and critique by others, Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith have adapted the ACF.

They have made changes to the theoretical framework, revised some of the hypotheses,

and added several new ones (for an assessment and overview of these changes, see

Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1999; Sabatier and Weible 2007). In addition, they point out

that more empirical research is needed that systematically relates the core variables of

the ACF to actual policy changes. Moreover, they argue that the majority of the studies

apply the ACF to industrialized regions, with only a couple of studies being applied to

countries outside the OECD (see, for instance, Anderson 1999; Elliot 1999). These

appear to indicate that the applicability of the ACF is not limited to OECD countries.

However, Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1999) point out that more research needs to be

done to come to a full assessment of the ACF in non-industrialized countries.

In order to gain more insights into the applicability of the ACF in developing countries,

this study analyzed policy developments in Mozambican higher education over a 10-year

period. These policy and change processes took place, as we will argue, in (1) unstable and

turbulent contexts, and (2) in a nascent subsystem.

The remainder of this article is divided into six sections. Section ‘‘The Advocacy

coalition framework’’ provides an overview of the theoretical model underlying the

research and details the key concepts of the study. In the section ‘‘Expectations’’, the basic

expectations are developed. Section ‘‘Methodology and operationalization of variables’’

operationalizes the key variables for this study and addresses the methodology used.

Section ‘‘Coalition behavior and policy in Mozambican higher education’’ analyzes the

Mozambican higher education policy changes in light of the expectations formulated,

which are tested in section ‘‘Testing the hypotheses’’. The last section contains the con-

clusions that can be drawn on the basis of this study.

The Advocacy coalition framework

The Mozambican case study focuses on three particular aspects of the ACF: (1) beliefs in

nascent subsystems, (2) major policy change in unstable and turbulent contexts, and (3) the

role of beliefs and resources in common action and policy change. To study these aspects,

the key variables—(nascent) subsystem, advocacy coalition, beliefs, resources, common

action, and external factors—are conceptualized. Subsequently three expectations are

formulated.

Subsystems and nascent subsystems

A subsystem refers to the interaction of advocacy coalitions from different institutions

who seek to influence governmental decisions in a specific policy area (Sabatier and
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Jenkins-Smith 1993, p. 16). Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith assume that every subsystem

contains a large number of actors. It does not only consist of one governmental insti-

tution but of actors from a variety of public and private organizations actively concerned

with a policy issue or problem, be it air pollution control, mental health or—as in this

article—the development of a higher education sector.

In later work Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith made a distinction between mature and nas-

cent subsystems in order to indicate the extent of coalition stability (Sabatier and Brasher

1993). They posit that mature subsystems exist for a long time with actors having clear and

stable positions. In contrast, nascent subsystems regularly emerge in situations where

actors have become dissatisfied with the existing subsystem neglecting a particular aspect

of a policy problem, and they therefore form their own, new subsystem. A second reason

for subsystems to arise is when policy issues are reconceptualized or perceived differently

due to new external developments. Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith point out that it is important

to distinguish between these different conditions under which new subsystems may

emerge, because this affects the nature of coalitions and coalition formation in the nascent

subsystem (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1999, p. 136). In the first situation, the new sub-

system is a spin-off of existing ones. Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith expect clearly

differentiated coalitions (mirroring pre-existing groups) to emerge. In the second situation,

they expect an amorphous situation where policy beliefs are fragmented and coalitions are

unstable (ibid., p. 137).

Advocacy coalition

The heart of the ACF is an advocacy coalition, which the authors define as comprising

people from a variety of positions (elected and agency officials, interest group leaders,

researchers, etc.) who share a particular belief system—that is, a set of basic values, causal

assumptions, and problem perceptions—and show a nontrivial degree of coordinated

activity over time (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993, p. 25). In their attempts to success-

fully reach their policy goals, members of an advocacy coalition coordinate their activities

and develop strategies over time that seek to make governmental institutions behave in

accordance with their policy beliefs (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1999, p. 142).

Subsystems generally consist of a dominant advocacy coalition and one or more

minority advocacy coalitions where the former is in the position to determine policy

processes. Each coalition will seek to realise its policy objectives over time. The minority

coalitions can seek to improve their relative position through augmenting their resources,

though their basic chance of gaining power within a subsystem resides in waiting for

external events such as elections (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993, p. 35).

Beliefs and policy change

A belief system refers to the set of basic beliefs that actors in an advocacy coalition hold.

The ACF distinguishes between three belief system levels: (1) deep core, (2) policy core,

and (3) secondary aspects. The deep core refers to the individual’s underlying personal

philosophy and includes basic ontological and normative assumptions about human nature

and the priority of fundamental values such as liberty or equity. This belief usually applies

to all policy fields and provides the foundation for other, more specific beliefs (Sabatier

and Jenkins-Smith 1999, p. 121). The policy core relates to a specific policy field or

subsystem. It includes the basic strategies and policy positions for achieving deep core

beliefs in the policy area of a subsystem and involves topics such as whose welfare counts,
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the relative authority of governments versus the market, and the role of various actors in

the policy subsystem. Secondary aspects are narrow in scope and relate to particular

aspects of the policy area. They refer for instance to beliefs concerning the seriousness of

the problem or the relative importance of various causal factors (Sabatier and Jenkins-

Smith 1999, p. 121).

According to Sabatier, public policies (or programmes) can be conceptualized in the

same manner as belief systems (Sabatier 1988, p. 131). This would imply that if policy

beliefs change, policies will change too. Some aspects of the belief system, and therefore

also the public policy, change far more frequently that others. Within the hierarchy of

layers, the secondary aspects are assumed to change more frequently than the policy core,

which in turn changes more frequently than the deep core aspects. Changes in the policy

core are usually the result of perturbations in non-cognitive factors external to the sub-

system, such as elections or changes in the socio-economic conditions, or because of

outputs from other subsystems. The ACF assumes that these types of external factors are

relatively stable and rarely, or only after a long time, change. Consequently, core beliefs

that are affected by these external factors change slowly, generally after a decade or more

(Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993). Changes to the deep core seldom happen. Sabatier and

Jenkins-Smith do not elaborate further on this issue in their work.

Resources/common action

In the ACF, the notion of resources is closely related to the notion of common action:

resources enable actors to take common actions. Coalition resources include money,

coalition members and supporters, expertise and legal authority (Sabatier and Jenkins-

Smith 1993, p. 29). The (re)distribution of resources among subsystem actors is generally

determined by factors outside the policy subsystem.

Common action (or coalition behavior) between subsystem actors is carried out through

the different strategies advocacy coalitions use. Especially in the early stage of the ACF,

the concept of resources was poorly developed. Fenger and Klok (2001), building on

Zafonte and Sabatier’s (1998) work, contributed to the ACF by exploring how resource

factors determine the extent and nature of interdependency between actors and influence

interaction between actors seeking to advance policy changes. According to Fenger and

Klok, the concept of interdependency relates to the role that resources play in enabling

actors to take actions (Fenger and Klok 2001, p. 162). They specify three types of inter-

dependency: symbiotic, independent, and competitive, together with three types of beliefs:

congruent, indifferent, and divergent (see Table 1). The situation where the action of one

actor interferes with another actor’s ability to take action is labelled as competitive

interdependency. Symbiotic interdependency refers to the situation where one actor’s

actions contribute to another actor’s actions or goal achievement. When actors are inde-

pendent, they do not need the same resources in order to perform (Fenger and Klok 2001,

p. 162).

In the upper left cell of Table 1 (congruent beliefs and symbiotic interdependency)

actors are expected to be in the same coalition and will not face great difficulties in

coordinating their activities since all actors are better off in the end. The middle left cell

indicates that if beliefs are congruent and interdependency is independent, beliefs will

bring actors together. However, if interdependency is competitive (bottom left cell), it will

have a seriously destabilising impact on the coalition. In line with the ACF’s basic

assumption, beliefs are seen as the principal glue of coalitions. It is therefore expected that

actors will form a coalition along the lines of their beliefs, but will struggle to maintain it.
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The coalition is expected to be unstable due to the diverging forces of competitive

interdependency. If beliefs are divergent and interdependency is symbiotic (upper right

cell), the result is more difficult to explain. On the basis of assumptions indicated by the

AFC, one would expect actors to be members of conflicting coalitions. However, because

they are—at the same time—dependent on each other, both conflict and learning oppor-

tunities arise (Fenger and Klok 2001, p. 8).

External factors

External factors include (1) relatively stable parameters, and (2) dynamic events and

resources. Dynamic events external to the subsystem can be divided into three main cate-

gories: (1) changes in socio-economic conditions, (2) changes in governing coalitions, and

(3) outputs from other subsystems that provide opportunities or obstacles to the competing

coalitions. The stable parameters are divided into four main categories: (1) basic attributes

of the problem area (or good), (2) basic distribution of natural resources, (3) fundamental

socio-cultural values, and (4) social structures (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993, p. 21).

Expectations

Having discussed the focus of this study and conceptualized the key variables, the fol-

lowing section turns to the expectations that we believe can be derived from this.

Expectation regarding beliefs in nascent subsystems

Because the Mozambican higher education subsystem only emerged in the 1990s1 it is

considered a nascent subsystem. Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith distinguish two types of

nascent subsystems, namely: (1) those that arise where actors have become dissatisfied

with the existing subsystem because it neglects a particular aspect of a policy problem and

they therefore form their own subsystem, or (2) those that arise when policy issues

are reconceptualized or perceived differently due to new external developments.

Table 1 Coalition behavior as the result of interdependency and belief congruence

Interdependency Policy core beliefs

Congruent Indifferent Divergent

Symbiotic Strong co-ordination Coalitions of convenience Unstable conflict,
depolarisation
learning

Independent Weak co-ordination No coalition Weak conflict

Competitive Collective action
with severe problems

Weak conflict Strong conflict

Source: Fenger and Klok 2001

1 In Mozambique the higher education system emerged during turbulent times. It is of no use analyzing the
system in general before the early 1990s as up to that point all policies, including that of higher education,
solely reflected the government’s desires. The perceptions and beliefs of other actors were neglected. An
open debate about policy beliefs is a key element in the ACF, which was not possible until the early 1990s.
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The Mozambican higher education subsystem is clearly a case of a subsystem that arises

out of new issues or a new conceptualization. The subsystem’s origins have consequences

for actors’ beliefs and coalitions. In this case, the actors’ policy core beliefs are expected to

be fragmented (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1999, p. 137). Sabatier and Brashers’ (1993)

study of environmental policy at Lake Tahoe shows that fragmentation of beliefs can be

regarded as a phenomenon whereby (1) policy cores are vaguely formulated, (2) actors

espouse different policy cores, and (3) actors’ policy core beliefs change rapidly. Hence

actors change coalitions in relatively short periods. Therefore:

Expectation 1 In nascent subsystems that emerge out of new issues or a new concep-

tualization, policy core beliefs are fragmented.

Expectation regarding interaction between subsystem actors

According to the ACF, policy change is affected by the interaction of subsystem actors. On

the basis of Fenger and Klok’s (2001) contribution it is assumed that the type of resources

and the type of policy core beliefs that the subsystem actors possess will determine whether

actors join an advocacy coalition to realize common goals and subsequently determine the

type of effort needed to realize those common goals. This study tests if these expectations

apply to Mozambican higher education policy development.

Expectation 2 The type of interaction between actors is dependent on the interaction

between the nature of the policy beliefs that actors hold and the nature of the interde-

pendency of actors.

Expectation regarding major policy changes

Due to ‘‘shocks’’ from outside the subsystem, policy core beliefs within the advocacy coa-

lition can be reviewed and adapted, resulting in major policy changes. For a redistribution of

political power between dominant and minority advocacy coalitions to occur, there is a need

for significant perturbations external to the subsystem, such as shifts in governments. In the

latter case, a change in the external environment is necessary, but not sufficient to cause

change in the policy core attributes. The perturbations provide an opportunity for major

policy change, but that change will not occur unless proponents of change, that is, the minority

coalition, skilfully exploit that opportunity (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1999, p. 148). Thus:

Expectation 3a Major policy change (referring to change in the policy core aspects of a

governmental programme) happens infrequently, that is, only after a decade or more.

Expectation 3b If major policy change occurs, it is due to changes external to the

subsystem.

Methodology and operationalization of variables

Methodology

The following section sets out the methodology and type of data collection used for this

study and the operationalization of variables. In order to study the developments in

Mozambican higher education policy from 1993 to 2003 a case study approach was used.

This included the collection of different types of data and a variety of research techniques:
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participant observation, interviews, and analysis of written information/documents. The

bulk of the fieldwork was carried out between August 2000 and July 2003. Policy

developments from 1993 to 1999 were reconstructed on the basis of written sources and

interviews with people active in the higher education policy subsystem during that period.

Beyond the obvious key actors, we asked those who played a role in the period 2000–2003

to mention names of persons they thought were past key players. Policy developments

from 2000 to 2003 were observed closely as they unfolded and analyzed through (par-

ticipant) observation and structured and semi-structured interviews. We realise that not

being able to do participatory observation over the period 1993–2000 was a disadvantage,

as this would have delivered appropriate and robust information. However, we do believe

that we did obtain an adequate and reliable picture of actors’ beliefs and the outcome of

key events that had taken place because we were able to talk a number of times to the key

actors who played a role in the higher education subsystem between 1993 and 2000. The

relatively small size of the subsystem made it possible to speak with almost all important

actors. In 1993 the sector consisted of three public higher education institutions, and in

2000 it consisted of four public higher education institutions and five private higher

education institutions. Since the rectors of the public universities had autonomy and were

directly appointed by the State President, they had the status of a minister and therefore

other ministries, such as the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Finance and

Planning, hardly interfered with these institutions. At that stage, the business sector and

donors’ role was limited. With regards to the analysis of written documents, only a small

number of key documents focusing on higher education policy were produced in this

period and all were well archived. We therefore are sure we analyzed all documents

relevant for an understanding of the development of the higher education subsystem. Our

subsequent interviews support this claim.

To get a clear overview of people’s contribution to the higher education policy devel-

opments, we selected key people whom we interviewed multiple times over a period of three

years. In this way we could see whether and how perceptions of key actors in the higher

education subsystem had changed between 2000 and 2003. The basic criterion to select

actors was that they must have been active in contributing to the development of higher

education policies. Almost one hundred structured and semi-structured interviews were

conducted with key actors. These included: rectors and vice-rectors of all higher education

institutions in Mozambique, the Minister of Higher Education, Science and Technology,

advisors to the Minister, heads of department in the Ministry of Higher Education, Science

and Technology (MESCT), members of parliament dealing with higher education, key

people in the Ministry of Education (MINED) and Ministry of Planning and Finance (MPF),

including the former Minister of Education and the Deputy Minister of Education, the major

donor organizations that financially contributed to the higher education sector, and directors

of four major private business organizations located in Mozambique.

Written information was studied for two purposes. First of all we were interested to see

to what extent verbal information and written information coincided. If the two sources of

information differed we tried to find out why there were different perceptions on certain

developments and who exactly had different opinions. Secondly, written information gave

insights into past events and developments, and into the history of MINED and MESCT.

MESCT allowed us to study archival documents such as policy proposals, policy papers,

minutes of meetings, letters, newsletters, and annual reports. Information was also obtained

from higher education institutions, donor organizations and newspapers.

With respect to the observations, a variety of both formal and informal events were

attended, ranging from official meetings to dinner parties. The discussions at these events
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provided much information as they revealed relevant policy issues at that time. They

exposed what types of policy decisions were considered, actors’ concerns, which issues

were sensitive, and the conflicts and topics on which subsystem actors agreed. Moreover, it

was useful to participate in these events as the discussions clarified who believed what and

how the actors reacted to policy proposals. The different perceptions were used at a later

stage in the interviews to generate further discussion with these actors.

MESCT gave permission to observe most activities in the different departments in the

Ministry. Access was granted to meetings, both internal and with people from outside

MESCT such as donors, people from higher education institutions or the business sector. In

addition we were invited to attend seminars, workshops and national conferences. During

this period office space at MESCT was provided. MESCT staff always kept their

‘‘roommates’’ informed about the latest developments through discussions (subjects, out-

comes, their (dis)satisfaction, concerns, and surprises) after every meeting, seminar or

specific document they read or had to prepare. By participating in these discussions and

asking further specific questions on the perceptions of the different actors who had

attended the meetings, it was possible to also obtain insights into events which we could

not attend. Thus, working regularly in the offices shared with MESCT staff kept us abreast

of the latest developments. We realized that such close proximity might induce bias

towards subsystem actors other than those working for MESCT. We therefore arranged

formal and informal visits or meetings with people from higher education institutions,

donor organizations and the business sector to balance the picture of their work and how

they related to the higher education policy issues.

Operationalization

The key variables underpinning the analysis, namely beliefs, resources and common

action, were operationalized in the following ways.

Beliefs

Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith indicate that scope of system and topic should be the defining

characteristics of policy core beliefs and that it is this belief that is most strongly related to

indicators of coordinated behavior. With respect to scope, deep core beliefs relate to issues

at system level, policy core beliefs relate to issues at subsystem level, and secondary

aspects relate to certain elements of the subsystem. Topic means that it should pertain to

one the subjects listed under ‘‘policy core’’ (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1999, p. 132).

Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith developed a list of policy core topics (e.g., the topics ‘‘overall

seriousness of the problem’’, ‘‘basic causes of the problem’’, and ‘‘distribution of authority

between actors’’). For our study, this list was used as the guiding principle to distinguish

between the three layers in the belief system.

Resources

Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1993) argue that coalition resources include aspects such as

money (financial resources) and members (authority). We added the resource ‘‘informa-

tion’’ since in the ACF perspective policy development generally happens after

consultation with subsystem actors and monitoring of activities, based on data supplied by

actors in the policy subsystem. The three items were operationalized as follows.
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With respect to financial resources this study traced who controlled funding and how

funding mechanisms for higher education institutions were regulated and changed.

To obtain insights the study analyzed which actors provided funds to higher education

institutions and whether there was a change in the amount and type of funding or the

requirements to access it. This information outlined the dependency relations between

subsystems actors. To operationalize authority the study focused on the formal decision-

making power of subsystem actors: which subsystem actors had decision-making power in

what areas and which changes took place over the years? The study analyzed whether new

actors could obtain decision-making power in certain areas, and whether established actors

lost power or had to share power. In order to operationalize the variable ‘‘information’’, the

study focused on information streams between subsystem actors concerning higher edu-

cation policies. It unravelled who provided whom with what type of information and for

what purpose, and how subsystem actors reacted to the information.

Interaction

This study follows Fenger and Klok’s (2001) nine types of coalition behavior (Table 1).

Given that ‘‘weak conflict’’ is an outcome of coordination that occurs twice under different

circumstances and that one outcome refers to the situation where no interaction occurs at

all, in practice only seven different types of interaction are distinguished.

First, a distinction is made between coordination and conflict. Coordination refers to the

spectrum of activities in which one coalition alters its political strategy to accommodate

the activity of others in pursuit of similar goals (Zafonte and Sabatier 1998). By contrast,

conflict refers to the spectrum of activities in which the political strategies of one party are

aimed at preventing other parties from pursuing divergent goals (Fenger and Klok 2001).

Both forms of interaction have a weak and a strong form; which form arises depends on the

types of strategies coalitions use. For weak coordination and weak conflict soft strategies

are used, such as negotiation, whereas for strong coordination and strong conflict coalitions

use more rigorous strategies like going to court. The operationalization of the following

types of coordination and conflict is based on Fenger and Klok’s work (2001).

Strong coordination

Strong coordination requires: (1) development of a common plan of action, (2) commu-

nication of that plan to potential coalition members, (3) monitoring of member compliance,

and (4) imposition of sanctions for non-compliance. Strong coordination is likely to last for

a long period of time.

Weak coordination

Weak coordination does not require the rigorous strategies mentioned above. Instead it

simply requires the potential members of a coalition to (1) monitor each other’s behavior,

and (2) alter their own behavior to make it complementary.

Strong conflict

Strong conflict points to situations in which coalitions develop more rigorous strategies to

prevent other parties from pursuing their goals. Coalitions use strategies that aim to make

life as difficult as possible for other coalitions with divergent beliefs.
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Weak conflict

As with weak coordination, weak conflict occurs when organizational actors monitor each

other’s political behavior and then alter their actions to prevent the pursuit of goals by the

other party.

Coordination based on unstable conflict

Coordination based on unstable conflict occurs when (1) coalitions use soft strategies and

search for a compromise, and (2) actors are symbiotically dependent on each other and

have divergent beliefs.

This type of coalition behavior relates closely to weak conflict. Yet because the actors

are symbiotically dependent on each other, Fenger and Klok classify this type of inter-

action as coordination based on unstable conflict. One way of coping with this would be

through a strategy of depoliticisation, where actors stick to their divergent beliefs but

develop a general compromise that enables them to work together with actors from the

other coalition. An example of this would be through formulating common goals broadly

and vaguely.

Severe collective action problems

Severe collective action problems occur when (1) coalitions initially engage in common

action (weak or strong) but fall apart once actors discern that the coalition’s ability to

influence policy does not successfully lead to common policy goals, and (2) actors hold

congruent core beliefs but compete for the same resources.

Common beliefs bring actors together, but competitive interdependency drives them

apart and therefore they will be confronted with severe collective action problems: coa-

lition behavior will therefore be unstable. That is, once actors notice that the strategies

developed to realise a common goal are not successful, the coalition will fall apart.

Coordination of convenience

Coordination of convenience occurs when actors (1) seek to align their activities, and (2)

have neither conflicting ideas nor congruent perceptions and beliefs, whilst being symbi-

otically dependent on each other in terms of resources. This type of coalition behavior is

similar to weak coordination, but due to the different conditions under which it occurs—

indifferent beliefs and symbiotic interdependence—it implies that there will be a loose

form of cooperation between coalition actors. This coalition is primarily based on shared

interests, not on shared beliefs.

Coalition behavior and policy in Mozambican higher education

This section analyzes the origins of the Mozambican higher education subsystem and looks

at the interaction between actors who seek to influence higher education policy and at the

nature, cause and frequency of policy changes. On the basis of our empirical analyses three

periods of policy change can be identified: 1993–1999, 2000–2002, and 2003.
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Policy developments 1993–1999

Since the 1990s, after almost 30 years of devastating war, the higher education sector in

Mozambique has been practically reinstitutionalized. The first ‘‘higher education subsys-

tem’’ (1962–1974) consisted of one national university based on colonial ideologies. In

practice this meant that higher education was reserved for the rich Portuguese. After the

Portuguese left, the Government of Mozambique adopted a Marxist–Leninist ideology.

From 1974 to the beginning of the 1990s, Mozambique had three universities, which were

centrally planned and governed according to clear party and government prescriptions with

respect to curriculum, staff, students and the entire infrastructure (Mário et al. 2003). By

the end of the 1980s, the government abandoned the strict socialist programme and moved

towards a more liberal constitution which included democracy and free market principles.

During these years the higher education subsystem was small; it consisted of only three

rectors, government representatives from the Ministry of Education (MINED) and the

Ministry of Planning and Finance (MPF), and provincial governors.

During the early 1990s, both the rectors and the Government of Mozambique were

concerned about higher education and believed it needed more attention and reform. Their

concern can be derived from the enactment of Law no. 1/93 on higher education. The law

defined the autonomy of existing higher education institutions, decreasing the government’s

influence in the sector, and established the National Council for Higher Education (CNES).

This Council consists of the rectors of all institutions (public and private) and advises the

Cabinet on higher education (Boletim de República, Law no. 1/93, 1993). In reaction to the

growing demand for higher education and an insufficient capacity in the public institutions,

Law no. 1/93 authorized the establishment of private higher education institutions. During

the first 3 years, from 1993 to 1996, little happened in the higher education subsystem.

There are no indications in the formal documents of activities or discussions around higher

education policy. This has been corroborated in our semi-structured interviews held with

people from MINED and the MPF who were in charge of higher education, with rectors of

higher education institutions, members of parliament and donors. From 1996 onwards,

actors in the higher education subsystem became more active in addressing perceived

problems (Brito 2003). Rectors, members of parliament and government officials at the

provincial and national level lobbied for a national coordinating unit to guide policy

development. They believed the increasing demand for higher education and the sudden

expansion of (private) institutions required active guidance and support from government as

the subsystem drifted towards a sector consisting of inefficient institutions not able to meet

the demands and needs of society. The actors engaged in common action by undertaking

studies and organizing seminars in order to influence the government.

During this period one policy core belief supported by all actors could be identified,

namely the need for a sector-wide higher education policy to overcome the identified

problems and meet the needs of society. In their effort to operationalize ‘policy core’

Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith point out that ‘‘distribution of authority amongst actors’’ is a

typical policy core topic (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1999, p. 133). Moreover, this dis-

tribution of authority amongst actors affects the whole higher education subsystem which

is an important criterion for policy core issues. We therefore classify perceptions on ‘‘new

coordination mechanisms’’ as a policy core issue. It was thus one coalition, which we

labelled the systemic coalition, which sought to convince the government of the need for

this national coordination unit.

The coalition’s action and strategies to push the government into creating a new

national coordination unit responsible for the sector can be characterised as weak
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coordination. The actions did not require any elaborate decision-making or monitoring

processes. Generally, all actors supported the need for a new ministry in charge of higher

education, science and technology.

In terms of resources, until 1999 the higher education institutions that were part of the

systemic coalition acted to a large extent independently from the government. Rectors from

public universities directly negotiated with the MPF concerning the funding of future plans

without interference from MINED. Funding was not based on performance, but was defined

by the actual level of expenditures per category in the preceding budget period. It covered

staff costs, educational inputs and non-educational expenditure (staff housing, student

bursaries, food, etc.). Legally, higher education institutions fell under MINED, yet in

practice its role was limited (Boletim de República, Law no. 1/93, 1993). Each university

developed its own policy on aspects such as quality assurance and access requirements. The

exchange of institutional data or information between institutions and MINED was limited,

given that there was little national higher education policy development.

Due to the actors’ strategies, the newly elected Government of Mozambique decided in

2000 to put higher education at the top of the agenda and establish the Ministry for Higher

Education, Science and Technology (MESCT). It was given the task to develop a higher

education sector-wide policy to overcome the problems identified in higher education

(Boletim de República, Law no. 14/2000, 2000). This policy change can be classified as a

major one, because it coincided with the policy core topic ‘‘(re)distribution of authority’’.

At the end of 2000, the higher education subsystem consisted of one coalition with actors

being independent from each other and engaged in weak coordination to realise their

common policy goal.

Policy developments from 2000 to 2002

MESCT was a new organization and therefore had to be built from scratch, which meant

that staff had to be recruited to conduct work in the Ministry. From 2000 to 2002, the

Ministry consisted of the Minister and three policy advisors and support staff such as

secretaries. The Ministry was furthermore supported by a small number of administrators

and temporary committees that operated for about half a year on a certain policy issue.

These committees generally consisted of critical and ambitious academics from univer-

sities who were interested to be part of the process to reform the higher education sector as

they were experiencing the obstacles and difficulties in the sector every day. The new staff

in MESCT and people from the committees had different backgrounds, for example former

politicians, academics, people that had been working in the Ministry of Education, and

lawyers. All were recruited and appointed directly by the Minister. Certainly, in this way

the Minister was able to ensure that all staff were aligned with the policy beliefs she had

about future directions of the higher education sector.

During the period 2000–2002 the actors sought to give meaning to the sector-wide

policy development. MESCT played a key role in this process as it initiated policies. On

the basis of its perception of what a Mozambican higher education sector should entail, the

new Ministry developed and proposed various new policies and regulations. One of

MESCT’s initiatives was the proposal for a new law on higher education, science and

technology. This proposal was complemented by the development of new policies such as

a funding policy, a new advisory body to the Council of Ministers on higher education,

science and technology, the establishment of a quality assurance and credit transfer system,

the establishment of new institutions that offered different degrees, and the development of

new degree structures (MESCT, 2000).
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Although it can be argued that these proposals did indeed reflect the concept of a higher

education sector-wide policy to deal with the problems, for the rectors it was also more

than they had bargained for. Fearing a loss of their substantive autonomy, they opposed a

number of the MESCT initiatives, such as the quality assurance system, the degree

structure, and the composition of the new advisory body. Though argued differently, all of

this boiled down to one general policy core: the division of power and authority in the

system. The rectors perceived MESCT to gain too much power at their own expense; a

perception that can be understood given that MESCT believed it should have a decisive

role in policy development and planning in the higher education sector. In addition, it

wanted to balance the consultative powers between rectors and other actors representing

key organizations in society relevant to higher education. However, MESCT also force-

fully argued that it had no intention of imposing rules or taking over the management of the

institutions. According to the Minister, the crux was that the rectors misunderstood the

notion of autonomy (Brito 2003).

The proposal to introduce ‘‘new co-ordination mechanisms’’ is closely linked to the

concept of ‘‘distribution of authority amongst actors’’. On the basis of interviews with all

subsystem actors, we concluded that there were two advocacy coalitions holding different

perceptions on the policy core belief ‘‘distribution of authority among actors’’. In broad

terms, MESCT, donors, the business sector, representatives from MINED and the MPF,

and members of parliament advocated sector-wide decision making and planning (systemic

coalition), whereas the rectors advocated more institutional autonomy (autonomy coali-

tion). Thus, during the period 2000–2002 a second coalition emerged in the higher

education subsystem. From 1993 to 1999, the rectors were part of the systemic coalition to

push for the establishment of a government unit in charge of developing a system-wide

policy. Once MESCT was established, between 2000 and 2002 the rectors separated from

the systemic coalition and regrouped in the autonomy coalition where they sought to push

for more institutional decision-making power and autonomy.

Organized opposition appeared during the formation of Law no. 05/2003 on higher

education as the autonomy coalition objected to the Ministry’s proposal. The two coalitions

tried to influence Parliament on the policy-defining coordination mechanisms through

weak conflict. It took various plenary sessions in Parliament, informal and formal nego-

tiations, and lobbying by both the autonomy coalition and the systemic coalition to

convince Parliament of the coalitions’ ideas.

On the basis of participatory observations during meetings that MESCT organized with

subsystem members, it became clear that MESCT sought to create commitment and gain

support from actors in the sector for its new policies through an indirect strategy. It

strengthened its ties with higher education institutions, ministries, provincial representa-

tives, the business sector, donors, members of parliament, and consultants. For example,

MESCT appointed key people in the higher education sector to help develop policies and

to generate debate and consult with the sector on its behalf. By having meetings, debates,

workshops and seminars organized, MESCT both consulted and informed subsystem actors

and managed to increase the number of members for the systemic coalition. This type of

approach can be characterized as weak coordination.

Through analysis of the change in resources, this study found that MESCT used various

instruments to support and realise its policy objectives. From the beginning it used

financial resources to gain support from higher education actors. The Higher Education

Strategic Plan (2001) to a large extent was funded through a World Bank loan, which was

named the Higher Education Project 1 (HEP 1) (World Bank. 2002). Through this project,

MESCT could offer public institutions substantive financial resources. Institutions
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therefore had good reasons to cooperate with MESCT. Given that MESCT managed and

controlled this budget, public institutions had to comply with the guidelines set by MESCT

and therefore became increasingly dependent. The implementation of HEP 1 started in

mid-2002, making its full impact fall outside of our research period.

Besides funding from the HEP 1 project, higher education institutions received money

from the Ministry of Finance and Planning (MPF). As had been the case prior to 2000, the

rectors of the public institutions negotiated these resources directly with the MPF. How-

ever, unlike the previous period, MESCT was present during these negotiations (Boletim

de República, Law no. 14/2000, 2000). The higher education institutions had to send their

budget proposal to MESCT which gave its opinion during the negotiation meetings. The

MPF, however, had final authority in terms of actual funding.

With respect to legal interdependency, during the first years of MESCT the institutions to

a large extent were still independent from the Ministry. Basically, MESCT had to develop

its new policies and regulations from scratch. This simply took time. Law no. 5/2003 on

higher education was approved at the end of 2002, which meant that between 2000 and 2002

the sector operated under Law no. 1/93 (which did not mention MESCT). On the one hand,

the institutions in practice could not disregard MESCT as Law no. 14/2000 broadly defined

the mandate of the Ministry. But on the other hand, MESCT could not begin implementing

its key policies until Law no. 05/2003 was approved.

As to the resource ‘‘information’’, MESCT and the other subsystem actors were sym-

biotically dependent on each other. MESCT developed a wide range of informal

mechanisms to exchange information. Through organizing workshops, national seminars

and meetings, subsystem actors (rectors, academics, representatives from MINED, people

from the business sector and representatives from donor organizations) actively discussed

higher education issues. People from MINED, the business sector and the provinces were

interested in exchanging information. MESCT needed input from these actors to identify

shortcomings and problems in order to develop viable policies. At the same time, these

actors wanted to know how the Ministry could help them in realising their goals or

improving certain aspects of the higher education sector.

In conclusion, from a resource perspective public higher education institutions gradually

became more dependent on MESCT with the implementation of HEP 1 in mid-2002. As

Law no. 05/2003 was not yet approved, legally MESCT could not start implementing

policies indicated in the strategic plan. With respect to information, actors were symbi-

otically dependent on each other. Overall, during the period 2000–2002, actors

increasingly became dependent on MESCT compared to the pre-2000 situation.

At the end of 2002, Parliament approved Law no. 05/2003 defining the new tasks and

authority of the various actors (Boletim de República, Law no. 05/2003, 2003). Basically,

the policy core belief of the systemic coalition had not changed. But the systemic coalition

started with the implementation of the higher education sector-wide policy, affecting the

majority of actors in the higher education subsystem. These actors were not only the

institutions, but also the business community, because the latter participated in the National

Council on Higher Education, Science and Technology (CNESCT), advising the Council

of Ministers. We interpret the policy change in 2002 therefore as ranking somewhere

between minor and major change.

Policy developments in 2003

Shortly after MESCT was established, the key policy issue for dispute became the pro-

posed coordination mechanism that demarcated the new division of decision-making
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power and authority. Yet in 2003 it turned out that the key actors agreed on the same policy

core beliefs. This can be interpreted as the rectors moving more in the direction of MESCT.

The higher education actors agreed in 2003 that MESCT should have the coordinating role

in the higher education sector and they again put forward various reasons in favour of

MESCT undertaking such a role. They had experienced the positive effects of MESCT,

which actively supported the interests of higher education in general and had mobilized

substantive resources for the institutions. The rectors furthermore indicated that it would be

more efficient if one body took care of and worked out the various initiatives than for

separate institutions to develop their own strategies or infrastructure. The higher education

subsystem therefore once again was characterized by one policy core namely the need for

one central body coordinating and harmonising the higher education subsystem and

developing guidelines and incentives.

MESCT actively continued expanding the systemic coalition during 2003. Due to its

strategic actions, that is, mobilizing resources for actors to realise their goals and through

extensive consultations and dialogues, MESCT was able to reach consensus and gain

support for a number of major policy initiatives. An example of this was the development

of the previously-contested quality assurance and credit transfer policy. In 2003 resistance

towards the new MESCT had decreased and rectors joined the systemic coalition so that

once again the higher education subsystem saw one coalition.

With respect to resources, the 2000–2002 resources continued in 2003, with the rectors

becoming more dependent on MESCT. The implementation of HEP 1 was completed

which made public universities financially more dependent on MESCT as it mobilized

financial resources from the World Bank for the higher education institutions. From

interviews with heads of financial departments of the public higher education institutions

and from internal documents such as annual financial reports from the public universities, it

can be concluded that, in 2003, the World Bank credit was one of the main sources of

income for the public institutions.

With the higher education Law no. 05/2003 approved, MESCT had the mandate to

define the sector’s funding formula. Although the MPF still held the final decision over

how much the institutions received in total, Law no. 05/2003 stipulated that the MPF was

bound by the funding policy as defined by MESCT. This policy change obviously

strengthened MESCT’s position.

Information generation and exchange in 2003 did not differ greatly from the period

2000–2002. MESCT continued to invite new actors to contribute to the discussion on

policy issues, such as the development of the quality assurance system. MESCT expanded

the higher education subsystem and used the new actors as information sources.

Thus, compared with the period 2000–2002, the higher education institutions in 2003

legally and financially were more dependent on MESCT. With regards to the resource

‘‘information’’, the nature of the relationship between MESCT and other higher education

subsystem actors remained the same as during the period 2000–2002. The systemic coa-

lition initiated the development of new policies, specifically the introduction of a credit and

accumulation transfer system and a quality assurance system, through weak coordination.

Testing the hypotheses

The following section analyzes whether the logic of the ACF stands up to empirical testing

in the case of the Mozambican higher education subsystem.
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Expectation 1 In nascent subsystems that emerge out of new issues or a new

conceptualization, policy beliefs are fragmented.

The Government of Mozambique shifted in the early 1990s from Marxist–Leninist

principles to Liberalism. The new political ideology had consequences for higher educa-

tion. Government control diminished, academic autonomy was awarded to the institutions,

and rectors were able to influence higher education policy. Hence, both the status and role

of actors and the market in the higher education sector was different compared to the

previous political period, as were the key relationships and ensuing dynamics. Thus the

status of the higher education subsystem can be classified as a nascent subsystem shaped

by new issues and new conceptualizations.

In the second half of the 1990s, the rectors focused on higher education’s inability to

meet the demands of society as a whole. Responding to this, rectors sought to mobilize

support for a national co-ordination unit to develop a sector-wide policy for higher edu-

cation. Throughout the second half of the 1990s the higher education subsystem consisted

of one advocacy coalition, which we labelled the systemic coalition, which held the policy

core belief that stood for ‘‘higher education sector-wide policy development under the

guidance of a national coordination unit’’. Ironically, once this coordination unit was

established in the form of MESCT, the rectors themselves changed position. They left the

systemic coalition between 2000 and 2002 and converged in the autonomy coalition. This

coalition pressed for more power and autonomy for the rectors. A year later, however, they

rejoined the systemic coalition. Rectors had reconciled themselves with the fact that

Parliament had approved Law no. 05/2003. Other actors, such as MINED, government

representatives of the provinces, donors, and the business community, endorsed the same

policy core belief during the second half of the 1990s. They supported the introduction of

higher education sector-wide policies under the guidance of a national coordination unit.

MESCT itself existed only from 2000 onwards. In the three years that its position and

policy beliefs were studied, it held the same policy core belief, that is, the development of

sector-wide policies under its own guidance.

In sum, the empirical findings show that from 1996 actors actively attempted to

influence higher education policy. Generally all actors held the same policy core belief

during the period 1996 to 2003. Only the rectors changed position for a short period (2000–

2002). The empirical reality thus goes against the ACF expectation about fragmented

beliefs in nascent subsystems that emerge out of new issues or a new conceptualization.

Yet care is needed in drawing conclusions from this study for three reasons. First, the

empirical findings apply to a particular context which may have had an impact on the

degree of fragmentation. Second, the research period covers ‘‘only’’ a 10-year period.

Third, although the majority of the coalition members had the same policy belief during

this period, the rectors did change position for a short period of time. As far the first point is

concerned, the Mozambican case is unusual because the number of policy actors in the

nascent higher education subsystem was small. All policy issues focused solely on higher

education because all actors related to this sector. All actors had the same understanding of

the specific policy issue. There was only one policy core belief in the system. Although the

rectors changed position for a short period, generally everyone agreed with the need for a

sector-wide higher education policy under a new national coordination unit, set apart from

MINED. However, Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith assume that every subsystem contains a

large number of actors. They state ‘‘whatever the origins, subsystems normally contain a

large and diverse set of actors’’ (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993, p. 25). The ACF

generally applies to complex subsystems covering a number of different sectors and policy
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issues. In many of their studies, such as the Lake Tahoe study, for instance, environment

issues, economic development, water quality and urbanisation shaped the policy process

(Sabatier and Brasher 1993). In the cases they studied, Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith did not

envisage nascent subsystems where practically everything needs to be developed from

scratch: government institutions (at different levels), higher education institutions, and a

business sector. In such types of nascent subsystems, and certainly in the Mozambican

case, the number of actors is small.

Policy actors, therefore, were primarily concerned with creating the basic structure for

the higher education sector—policies, regulations and institutions essential for the sector to

work. They were mainly involved in one core issue that clearly needed to be resolved: the

division of authority between higher education institutions and the Government/MESCT.

This issue dominated the higher education subsystem during its first 10 years and most of

the actors’ time and effort was devoted to this. Once the division of authority between

actors was settled in 2003, other major policy issues arose in the higher education

subsystem.

This brings us to the second reason for caution when drawing firm conclusions from this

study. The duration of our period of study was relatively short. Once the higher education

law no. 05/2003 was enacted, MESCT started developing new policies, for example quality

assurance, credit transfer and entrance to higher education. It may well be that these

proposals for policies later on become issues around which actors form new coalitions.

Already with respect to the access policy, the last two years have seen questions raised as

to whether for students from the north of the country different criteria for access should

apply than for those from the south. Access policy thus could generate a conflict on the

north-south issue, which in ACF terms relates to the core belief ‘‘whose welfare counts’’?

This issue could very well become a core issue around which actors from the systemic

coalition, or even from other organizations or subsystems, come together. As the higher

education subsystem is confronted with more policy issues, as more people enter it,

additional policy cores could emerge, solidify and subsequently further fragment actors’

core beliefs.

Coming back to the third point, we argue that when the majority of advocacy coalition

members in a nascent subsystem retain the same policy core belief over a period of at least

10 years, then one cannot say that policy core beliefs are fragmented. Only the rectors

temporarily changed their policy core beliefs for a short period of time. In order to speak of

fragmented beliefs, we would expect a larger variety of beliefs and more changes in beliefs

over the research period.

Expectation 2 The type of interaction between actors is dependent on the interaction

between the nature of the policy beliefs that actors hold and the nature of the interde-

pendency of actors.

Table 2 summarizes the nature of policy beliefs, interdependency and the outcomes of

the type of interaction between actors in the higher education subsystem during the three

phases 1993–1999, 2000–2002, and 2003. To ascertain whether the empirical findings

correspond to the expectations, row three and row four are compared.

The outcomes during the years 1993–1999 (congruent beliefs and independence result

in weak coordination) and during 2000–2002 (divergent beliefs and independence result in

weak conflict) are in line with the expectation formulated. It should be added that these

outcomes could also have been explained by Zafonte and Sabatier (1998). However, in

2003 when the rectors depended on MESCT for resources, a case of competitive inter-

dependency emerged which Zafonte and Sabatier do not refer to. If their expectations were
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applied to the situation in 2003, Zafonte and Sabatier would argue that the actors were

dependent on each other, and given that their beliefs were congruent, they would anticipate

strong coordination. Their expectation concerning coalition behavior therefore would not

match the empirical findings. Fenger and Klok, on the other hand, do distinguish between

the types of dependency, yet their expectations are not corroborated by the empirical

findings (either). However, they are—in our view—closer to the empirical findings than

Zafonte and Sabatier. According to Fenger and Klok, before coalitions fall apart their

preceding common action corresponds either to weak coordination or to strong coordi-

nation. When actors hold congruent beliefs but compete for resources, Fenger and Klok

entertain the possibility of both weak coordination and strong coordination (which at a later

stage dissolves). Although it should be admitted that their prediction (weak or stronger

coordination) is rather safe, their expectations are nevertheless in line with the empirical

findings.

The expectations are confirmed for most of the period of investigation. Although the

expectations of Fenger and Klok do not (fully) match the empirical findings, rejecting their

predictions again requires caution. One year of investigation is too short a period in which

to reach firm conclusions. After 2004, for example, actors may have noticed that their

substantial investment in time and energy paid-off only in weak coordination. Which then

could have resulted in a weakening and dissolution of the coalition. Yet, for that to happen,

the actors must have previously engaged in weak or strong coordination, which indeed is

what occurred in 2003.

Expectation 3a Major policy change happens infrequently, that is only after a decade or

more.

Expectation 3b If major policy change occurs, it is due to changes external to the

subsystem.

In the early 1990s, the government abandoned the strict socialist doctrine it had pre-

viously held and embraced a new liberal constitution. For higher education, this implied

adopting a new law: Law no. 1/93. In ACF terms, this major policy change was caused by

changes in (stable) factors outside the subsystem.

No major policy change took place during the following seven years. With the estab-

lishment of MESCT in 2000 a second major policy change took place. This change is

considered major because it relates to the ‘‘(re)distribution of authority’’ (Sabatier and

Jenkins-Smith 1999, p. 133). It was driven by forces external to the subsystem. In ACF

Table 2 Summary of the nature of actors’ beliefs, interdependency, and interaction, 1993–2003

1993–1999 2000–2002 2003

Policy core belief: Congruent Policy core belief: Divergent Policy core belief: Congruent

Nature of dependency:
independent

Nature of dependency: Relatively
independent (financially more
dependent than in previous years,
legally still independent)

Nature of dependency:
Dependent

Common action: Weak
coordination

Common action: Weak conflict Common action: Weak
coordination

Expected common action:
Weak coordination

Expected common action: Weak
conflict

Expected common action:
Coalition with severe
collective action problems
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terms it was due to changes in the dynamic factors, that is, a change in government. Two

years later, in 2002, a further shift in policy took place, closely related to the major policy

change in 2000. The systemic coalition, which was dominant at that time, gave further

meaning to the higher education sector-wide policy and developed new coordination

mechanisms by means of the new higher education law. The policy goal coincided with the

policy core topic ‘‘distribution of authority’’. The policy change of 2002 was an ambiguous

case whereby secondary aspects coincided with policy core belief topics and had an impact

on the whole subsystem. The latter policy change, as demonstrated before, was caused by

the interaction between the two coalitions and not by external factors outside the higher

education subsystem.

Thus, in the period 1993–2003, three specific policy changes took place. Those of 1993

and 2000 qualify as major policy change. The policy of 2002 was ambiguous with regard to

qualifying as either major or minor policy change. The first major change in 1993 was

driven by changes in fundamental norms about social and political constructs. The second

change (2000) was instigated by external factors, namely as a consequence of elections.

The reform of 2002 was the product of interaction between actors in the higher education

subsystem. The assertion that major change happens infrequently is not confirmed by the

empirical findings. Major policy change took place more frequently than the ACF pre-

dicted. However, major policy change did take place in response to changes external to the

subsystem (for the period 1993–2000). The policy change in 2002, which we found dif-

ficult to qualify as either major or minor change, resulted from interaction within the

subsystem.

The study on Mozambique proves to be a case that includes characteristics which in

industrialized countries are seldom present. However, expectations about the infrequency

of major policy change cannot be rejected solely on the basis of this study. The first policy

change was a consequence of changes in the political construct, which Sabatier and Jen-

kins-Smith assume occurs seldom, hence the ACF does not further specify the implications

for the variables included in the model. What is important, is to take into account the lack

of political and other institutional features in nascent subsystems in developing countries.

Mozambican actors with decision-making power were few and the number of embedded

regulations and institutions was limited. Many commentators (for example Grin and Hoppe

1997; John 2003; Kübler 2001) point out that institutions, such as intermediate organi-

zations, voting systems, the division of powers, and the salience of the higher courts, can

be crucial features that impact on policy processes and change. In the Mozambican higher

education subsystem the dominant systemic coalition promoted and advanced policy

change, and it experienced little resistance due to the non-existence of other actors and

institutions that could block or slow down change.

Conclusions

This article studied the dynamics of a nascent subsystem in a turbulent country. It showed

that the dynamics of policy processes and change can be different in countries in which

fundamental structural elements (basic laws and regulations on decision-making power,

new institutions to implement and control the law) have yet to be developed and estab-

lished. The Mozambican case shows that subsystems can also emerge after radical changes

in the political constellation. Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith refer to these changes as changes

in the ‘‘stable factors outside the subsystem’’. According to them these changes rarely take

place and, so far, no study has concentrated on the policy implications for subsystems that
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emerged under these conditions. Arguably, the notion of new subsystem emergence merits

further refinement.

This research also reminds us that we have to be very careful in drawing firm con-

clusions. First, the period when we studied higher education in Mozambique was relatively

short. Second, our findings are based on a single case study. However, on the basis of this

study it can be concluded that the ACF is built on basic assumptions that do not necessarily

apply to countries with a high degree of civil and political turbulence. For example,

Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith posit that, no matter what conditions a nascent subsystem

emerges from, the subsystem involves a large number of actors. They assume that sub-

systems consist of more than one policy core. Actors will always have enduring conflicting

perceptions about policy issues and topics. Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith assume further that

environmental factors outside the subsystem are relatively stable and consequently major

policy change is infrequent. This study shows that these assumptions need to be ques-

tioned. They may not hold for cases of policy formation and change in developing

countries. Moreover, one can question the uniformity of nascent systems. Does an average

uniform period exist during which subsystems are nascent? This period may well be

dependent on the context in which the subsystem develops; in Mozambique, for example,

the higher education subsystem could still be termed ‘‘nascent’’ after 10 years. It is difficult

to predict when such a system is mature. It may take another 10 years and it could well be

that actors’ core beliefs become fragmented later on in this development period. Addi-

tionally, one can question whether the dynamic external factors as defined by Sabatier and

Jenkins-Smith are the only type of factors that change actors’ policy core beliefs in nascent

subsystems. Perhaps a lesser degree of external shock may be enough for a change in the

policy core beliefs. Moreover, the lack of understanding of the meaning and implications

of the new policies may also be a factor that influences the extent to which policy beliefs

are stable or fragmented.

Before definitive conclusions can be drawn on those aspects of the ACF studied here,

more research is needed on cases where nascent subsystems emerge in turbulent envi-

ronments. In particular, it would be interesting to apply the ACF to subsystems in

conditions similar to the Mozambican ones. The research conducted here, however, sug-

gests that the ACF needs to be refined. The forms of interaction between actors should be

scrutinized, and attention should be paid to the role of institutions (their absence or

sparseness) in policy change. Finally, the issue of how the characteristics of such sub-

systems influence the frequency of major policy change merits closer attention.
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